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Year-round scouting for deer
by Wade Shambaugh

For the serious whitetail deer
hunter, scouting for the next season
should start as soon as the current sea-
son is over. That is a great time to see
where the deer were really active dur-
ing the time hunters were in the
woods. You can clearly see which
trails were heavily used during that
time. 

It’s also an ideal time to find left-
over evidence of the rut, as well as ev-
idence of ongoing rutting activity,
such as rubs and scrapes.

Rubs are trees that have had the
bark rubbed off by a buck’s antlers. 

Scrapes are pawed-up areas of dirt
that bucks scent mark through a com-
plicated process that we don’t have
room to describe here. Bucks will
make half-hearted scrapes early in the
fall, then make bigger scent-marked
ones as the rut approaches. Does com-
ing into estrus will respond to these
scrapes and scent mark them as well.
The area can become like a singles
bar.

We will refer to this evidence as
“sign.”

Keep in mind, before we move into
talking about other times of the year,
you will likely find the same type of
sign, in the same areas, the following
fall, when it will be freshly-made.

Late winter through early spring is
the time to look for shed antlers. They
don’t last long in many areas, due to
mice and squirrels eating them. Find-
ing “sheds” is a great way to see what
kind of bucks survived the hunting
season in a given year.

Late spring through summer is a
good time to glass open fields that
contain food sources. This is also a
great time to utilize trail cameras.

By mid-summer, bucks will be well
on their way to having regrown their
antlers. Then by late summer, deer are
often using the same food sources that
they will be using during the early
bow season.

Then, as the days grow shorter and
the nights cooler, the time that all
hunters look forward to approaches.

In this area, around the last week of
October, bucks will start displaying
rutting activity. Once again we will be
looking for rubs, especially rub lines,
and scrapes.

If you learn how to read them, rub
lines can tell you a lot about deer
movement. If you can stand at one rub
and see another, then move to that one
and see yet another, and so on, that is

a travel lane regularly used by a buck
or bucks.

If you know which direction deer
generally move in that area at a given
time of day, you can even tell if
you’ve located a morning or evening
trail.

For example, if the deer are spend-
ing the day on a mountain ridge, and
coming down to crop fields in the
evening, rubs on the uphill side of
multiple trees would indicate an
evening trail. Likewise, rubs on the
lower side of multiple trees would in-
dicate a morning trail. Picture the deer
moving up or down the mountain,
pausing to rub his antlers against the
tree.

So, as fall rolls back around, we end
up right back to looking for the same
kind of sign we were trying to find at
the end of the previous season.

Scouting not only improves your
chances during the various hunting
seasons, it is also a great pastime on
its own.

Learn to read sign. Figure out what
kind of sign you need to find during a
given season. Use that knowledge to
make your hunts more enjoyable and
successful.

Wade Shambaugh has lived in Mor-
gan County his whole life and is a life-
long outdoorsman.

Buck rub.

An active scrape.

Local apples – an early season
food source for deer.

Acorns, an important food source.
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